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OPeN HOuSe NewS 

Despite 
the 

impact of 
the recent 
global 
financial 
crisis, 
which saw 
a dip in 

the amount of money spent on 
eating out in 2009, Australia is 
increasingly a nation that loves 
to eat out. 

According to Sissel Rosengren 
from BIS Shrapnel, speaking 
at last month’s inaugural 
Foodservice Today and 
Tomorrow conference, 42 cents 
out of every dollar spent on 
food is currently spent on eating 
out. This is up from 37 cents in 
2000 and just 25 cents in 1980. 
It is estimated that by 2020 this 
figure could well be as high as 
50 cents, a situation already 
enjoyed in the US.

Whereas the US market is 
dominated by food chains, here 
in Australia the opportunity is 
there for independent operators 
to step up with more innovative 
ideas for attracting their slice 
of the spending pie, creating 
healthy competition and 
continuing to grow the market as 
a whole. Let’s make it happen.

If you have any ideas you'd like 
to share or issues you'd like us 
to cover in Open House, drop me 
a line at ylla@rankpub.com.au.

Ylla Wright 
Editor

Editor’s word

The case for 
local produce.

14

Safety breaches 
higher than estimated
A new study from North Carolina State University has 

discovered that breaches of food safety guidelines 
are more common than previously thought, even in 
kitchens that believe they are operating well. 

To gather the data the study placed video cameras in eight 
commercial kitchens that had volunteered for the study. 

“We found a lot more risky practices in some areas than 
we expected,” says food safety specialist and researcher 
Ben Chapman. 

The footage showed that there was approximately one 
instance of cross-contamination per food handler per 
hour, with the average worker committing eight cross 
contamination errors in the course of a typical eight-hour 
shift. Previous studies which have found that instances of 
cross-contamination are fairly infrequent have relied on 
inspection results and self-reporting to create estimates.

“Cross contamination has the potential to lead to 

foodborne illnesses and has in recent outbreaks,” 

Chapman said. “It’s important to note that the foodservice 

providers we surveyed in this study reflected the best 

practices in training their staff.” 

The study also confirmed the theory that more mistakes 

are made when things are busier in the kitchen.

“During peak hours we found increases in cross-

contamination and decreases in workers complying with 

hand washing guidelines,” said Chapman. 

Acknowledging that chefs and other food handlers work 

in a team environment, the researchers concluded that 

to effect change “the food safety culture of the overall 

organisation – the kitchen and the management – needs 

to be addressed.”

Tasmanian Foodbank a step closer
The establishment of a Foodbank to provide hunger 
relief to thousands of Tasmanians is a step closer 
with the national body issuing a licence enabling the 
Tasmanian arm of the not-for-profit organisation to 
start operating in the state.

With the Tasmanian head office and distribution centre 
due to open at Cambridge near Hobart in the next few 
months, up to 66,000 Tasmanians will receive much 
needed food support annually. The organisation will 
provide food donated by supermarket chains, retailers, 
manufacturers, producers and growers to welfare 
agencies for distribution to people in need.

According to the Department of Health and Human 
Services a lack of money is the main cause of hunger 
in Tasmania, resulting in more than 6,000 people going 

without meals in the past 12 months. The 2001 census 
sound that Tasmanian families had the lowest average 
weekly income compared the other states. In times of 
hardship meals are often sacrificed to pay bills.  

The Tasmanian state government has committed 
$800,000 over the next four years to assist in establishing 
the organisation in Tasmania, and food retailers, 
processors and primary producers in Tasmania are 
invited to donate food that is surplus to commercial 
demand, slow moving, short dated or otherwise fit for 
consumption but unable to be sold.  

With the opening of the Tasmanian operation, Foodbank 
Australia will be providing food assistance in every state. 
Currently more than two million Australians, including 
one million children, rely on food relief each year. 
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Wages changes to  
hit industry hard

Neil Perry has two new restaurants in the works, with a branch of his 
successful Sydney restaurant Spice Temple set to open at Crown in 
Melbourne in October, and a third Rockpool Bar & Grill opening at 
Burswood Entertainment Complex in Perth in February 2011. 

Aussie chef Curtis Stone has been announced as a judge on a new reality 
TV show, America’s Next Great Restaurant, which will see contestants 
vying for the chance to see their ideas turned into a restaurant chain 
across three American cities. 

Bluestone Restaurant Bar in Melbourne has appointed Robert Harryman 
as Executive Chef. Harryman plans to deliver a menu that is “elegantly 
understated and just food that you really want to eat”. 

The Hyatt Regency Coolum has announced the appointment of a 
new executive chef Jan van Dyk, who takes up the role after a stint as 
executive chef at the Grand Hyatt Muscat in the United Arab Emirates.

ComingS & goingS

If you would like to share news of appointments, departures,  
restaurant openings or closings with Comings & Goings, email the  
details to news@rankpub.com.au, with “Comings & Goings” in the  
subject line. 

The decision by Fair Work 
Australia (FWA) to increase 

modern award wages by $26 per 
week, effective from the first of this 
month, will hit restaurants hard, 
industry body Restaurant & Catering 
has warned. The FWA changes have 
also increased the minimum wage to 
$569.90 per week or $15 per hour.

“This increase will take 2 per cent 
off the bottom line of restaurants 
that make on average 3.6 per cent 
after tax profit,” said Restaurant & 
Catering CEO, John Hart. “There is 
only so much that labour intensive 
industries like ours can take.

“A 4.8 per cent increase in the 
minimum rates will mean more like 
a 6 per cent increase for the wage 
bill in restaurants.”

The increase came despite 
Restaurant & Catering’s submission 
to FWA that a “catch up” for 
last year, as argued by the union 
movement, is unwarranted.

The Restaurant & Catering 
submission stated, in part: “There 
is no doubt consumers will foot the 
bill through price increases on goods 
and groceries at a time when they can 
least afford it. Further inflationary 
pressures of this nature, at a time 

of [sic] a shrinking labour market 
and crisis of confidence amongst 
employers, is the last thing the 
government should be sanctioning.”

Restaurant & Catering also sought 
a reduction in the casual loadings 
for non-award employees to offset 
the fact that these loadings have 
significantly increased to 20 per cent 
from 1 January 2010. 

Instead the casual loading will be 
increased in instalments consistent 
with transitional arrangements 
in modern awards. This means 
the casual loading for non-award 
employees will increase to 21 per 
cent from July 1.

The FWA announcement came just 
weeks after the Federal Government 
announced proposed changes to the 
superannuation rate, which would 
lift employer contributions to 12 per 
cent by 2020. 

FSAA announces 
nation’s best 
suppliers
The nation’s best foodservice 
suppliers were named by the 
Foodservice Suppliers Association 
Australia at the annual National 
Awards of Excellence late last month. 

The event gathered more than 300 
foodservice suppliers together, 
recognising those companies who 
have delivered superior service to 
the foodservice industry over the last 
12 months. The winners were: 

• Foodservice Distributor of the 
year: St George Smallgoods

• Food Supplier of the Year: Ingham 
Foodservice

• Beverage Supplier of the Year: 
National Foods

• Tabletop Supplier of the Year: 
MPM Marketing

• Foodservice Equipment Supplier 
of the year: FSM

• Bakery Equipment Supplier of the 
Year: All About Bakery Equipment

• Service Supplier of the Year: 
Incremental Marketing Group

• Innovation of the Year: FSM

This year’s Chairman’s Special 
Achievement Award was presented 
to black hat chef George Hill, 
recognising the extraordinary 
achievement he has made to the 
industry throughout his career, 
while industry stalwarts Bob 
Creighton, Ted David and Mike 
Phillips were inducted into the 
FSAA’s Hall of Fame. 

“Each of these men has made 
significant contributions to the 
industry over many years and are 
most deserving of their recognition,” 
said Terry Randall, Chairman 
of the FSAA. “Induction into 
the Hall of Fame is the highest 
acknowledgement the FSAA can 
bestow, and we are honoured to 

Open House account manager 
Sharne Wheeler, regional account 
manager Leah Jensen and editor 
Ylla Wright on the Open House 
stand at FSA Expo 2010. 

have these three leaders as part of 
our alumni.”

The National Awards of Excellence 
coincided with this year’s FSA 
Expo 2010 (left), held at the Sydney 
Convention & Exhibition Centre in 
Darling Harbour, from June 21-23. 

Confusion over 
holiday surcharges
An investigation published in the 
Sydney Morning Herald prior 
to last month's Queen’s Birthday 
long weekend found that many 
restaurants and cafes were 
continuing to charge weekend or 
public holiday surcharges, despite 
the practice being made illegal in 
May 2009 by a change to the Trade 
Practices Act.

The current law requires restaurants 
to incorporate such charges into 
their prices and provide a weekend 
menu if they wish to recoup 
additional staffing costs. 

Out of 120 restaurants randomly 
selected in Perth, Sydney and 
Canberra, more than half did not 
comply with the law. 

Despite the breaches, the Australian 
Competition and Consumer 
Commission (ACCC), the body 
which polices the law, has yet to 
prosecute any operators. Deputy 
chairman of the ACCC Michael 
Schaper was quoted as saying the 
commission preferred to “educate 
and inform” that punish.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that 
many restaurant operators still don’t 
know about the change in legislation. 

Iron chefs wok 
Sydney 
Two of the stars of cult Japanese 
cooking show Iron Chef, Iron Chef 
French Hiroyuki Sakai and Iron 
Chef Chinese Chen Kenichi (above 
right), wowed more than 700 
guests at the Hilton Hotel over two 
nights last month. 

Guests, who paid up to $550, were 
treated to a six-course meal which 
included Szechuan lobster and chilled 
seafood on a cauliflower mousse. 
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It’s quick, easy and convenient 
allowing you to order the leading 
Foodservice products straight from 
your local PFD branch.

NEW  Pay your accounts

NEW  View your order history

NEW  Check your rewards points

NEW  Store favourite products

NEW    See the latest and most popular 
Foodservice items

NEW   Tailor our special offers to suit your business

Over 20 online tutorials with video demonstrations to talk you 
through each new feature.

Support from our Online Ordering Helpline 1300 275 733 
during business hours (aeSt).

OrdEr  
ONliNE 

With PF d

Go to www.pfdfoods.com.au and 
follow the links to start ordering

NB: you must open an online account before you can order online.

PFD166

Launches  

1st JuLy

Speaking to the media before 
the event, chef Sakai nominated 
Australian eel as a local ingredient 
he couldn’t wait to cook with, while 
chef Kenichi said he was really 
impressed with the sheep’s brains 
and emu eggs he ate on the Gold 
Coast in Queensland. 

Restaurant 10 
announces date 
change
Restaurant 2010 has announced it 
will move from August to October 

to coincide with the Sydney 
International Food Festival. The 
event will now be held from 
October 25-26 at the Royal Hall of 
Industries in Sydney.  
“We’re delighted to welcome 
Restaurant into the Sydney 
International Food Festival month 
of October,” said Joanna Savill, 
Festival Director of the Sydney 
International Food Festival. 
“The restaurant industry is a key 
player in our month-long program 
and a key industry event such 
as Restaurant can only enhance 
the buzz around the Festival and 
Sydney’s reputation as a world-
class food city.” 
“Restaurant 2010 focuses on 
fine dining and premier food 
experiences,” said Restaurant 
2010 exhibition manager Simon 
Wheller. “It makes sense for us to 
host the event during the Sydney 
International Food Festival, a 
world-class celebration of food  
and wine. 

“Restaurant’s timing will offer the 
fine dining sector the opportunity 
to draw from a world class line up 
of food and wine events scheduled 
for the Festival.” OH

Finalists announced for 
Electrolux Appetite  
for Excellence Awards
After several intense rounds of competition, the national finalists for 
the Electrolux Appetite for Excellence Young Chef and Young Waiter 
have been announced. The final 14 will join the Electrolux Appetite for 
Excellence Young Restaurateur finalists to compete for the top honours on 
June 5. Winners will be announced on August 9. The finalists are: 

Electrolux Young Chef 2010

NSW: Danika Heslop, Quay; NSW: Soren Lascelles, Assiette; VIC: Daniel 
Crossman, Pearl; VIC: Todd Moses, Circa the Prince; QLD: Blake Thornley, 
Lizard Island; SA: Emma Shearer, The Manse; WA: Robert Withnall, The 
Globe Restaurant & Wine Bar.  

Electrolux Young Waiter 2010

NSW: Louise Tamayo, Becasse Restaurant; NSW: Morgan Frazer, Fins 
Restaurant; VIC: Joshua Elias, Attica; QLD: Emma Davis, Mondo Organics; 
SA: Aaron Christian, Georges On Waymouth; TAS: Jayde Hanley, Country 
Club Tasmania; TAS: Joshua Smith, Black Cow Bistro. 
 

Electrolux Young Restaurateur 2010

ACT: Thomas Moore, Grazing; NSW: Carl Kenzler, Ritual Restaurant;  
QLD: Nick Holloway, NuNu; VIC: Kim Coronica, Richmond Hill Cafe & 
Larder; WA: Hadleigh Troy, Restaurant Amuse. 

For information about the Electrolux Appetite for Excellence  
visit www.appetiteforexcellence.com.
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not just desserts
Take the hassle out of preparing crowd-pleasing desserts with Nestlé Panna Cotta Dessert Mix.

Australians love their desserts, managing to 
find room for a mouthful or two of stick-

to-the-ribs pudding, decadent chocolate tart or 
creamy delight even when they’re “too full to 
eat anything else”. 

To make catering for the national sweet tooth 
simpler, Nestlé has recently added a delicious 
Panna Cotta variety to their range of Dessert Mixes.

Like all of the Nestlé Dessert Mixes, Nestlé 
Panna Cotta is quick and simple to prepare, 

and the result is a deliciously silky smooth, 
authentic-tasting panna cotta that customers 
will keep coming back for. Simply prepare and 
serve for a cost-effective dessert, or dress it up 
with the flavouring of your choice for a more 
sophisticated alternative.

The Nestlé Dessert Mix range also includes 
Crème Brûlée, Crème Pâtissiére and No Bake 
Egg Custard, and is now available in tub packs – 
a popular packaging innovation that is reusable, 

stackable and dishwasher-proof. This more 
convenient packaging features new labels that 
make it easier to identify nutritional claims, net 
weight and preparation instructions.

As an added bonus, purchasing Nestlé 
Panna Cotta Dessert Mix can now earn you 
Foodservice Rewards points. For more  
details on Foodservice Rewards visit  
www.foodservicerewards.com. 
● www.nestleprofessional.com OH

Almond panna cotta
Makes 1 litre (10 x 100ml serves)

500ml cream
450ml milk
150g Nestle Panna Cotta Mix 
4 tbsp toasted almond meal 
2 cups orange juice
4 tbsp sugar 
Almond bread to serve

1 Mix cream and milk in a 2 litre saucepan, bring 
to the boil whilst stirring.

2 Remove from the heat and whisk in the Nestle 
Panna Cotta Mix for 1 minute.

3 Stir in the toasted almond meal.

4 Pour evenly into lightly oiled moulds.

5 Chill until set.

6 To make orange sauce, combine orange juice 
and sugar over low heat, stirring occasionally 
until a syrup forms.

7 Serve almond panna cotta chilled with orange 
sauce and almond bread.

Chef’s note: handy hint for releasing panna cotta from moulds
1 Remove finished panna cotta from refrigerator 5 minutes prior to working with them.
2 Place moulds into a gastro pan and fill with hot water to submerge moulds ¾ of the way and let rest for 2 minutes.
3 Wearing disposable foodservice gloves gently move the panna cotta slightly away from side of mould. This allows air to reach bottom of mould to break the vacuum hold.

4 Place mould over plate and allow panna cotta to drop onto serving plate. You may need to slightly manipulate the sides of the mould.
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First Quality Australian Dairy Foods Since 1910   AUSTRALIAN MADE AUSTRALIAN OWNED

Bulla Country Style Extra Thick Cream is the 

ultimate cream. Containing 35% milk fat, 

Bulla Country Style Extra Thick Cream is 

extra thick and perfect for dolloping 

on fresh fruit, puddings,  

pancakes, tarts, pies, 

cake and scones 

straight out of  

the tub.

Bulla Cooking Cream has been specifically created for trouble free cooking. Developed in conjunction with chefs,  

Bulla Cooking Cream withstands high heat and can be mixed with acidic or alcohol based ingredients without  

curdling, rapidly thickens to the perfect consistency, and is delicious straight from the pack on desserts.

 
Bulla Sour Light Cream has a wonderful creamy texture and taste, 

and delivers these with only 18% milk fat. Even though it is a 

healthier option, Bulla Sour Light Cream retains a consistency 

suitable for dolloping straight on to dishes like baked potatoes, 

nachos, dips, creamy sauces and baked goods.

For more information on these and other Bulla products, please 

contact your Bulla distributor, local Bulla Foodservice representative, 

or visit www.bullafoodservice.com.au
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PrOfile

With a list of movie credits that 
includes Wolverine, Australia, 

Superman, The Matrix trilogy, The 
Quiet American, Babe and Mission 
impossible II, you might expect 
Kerry Fetzer to be a household name, 
stepping down the red carpet in a 
designer gown. 

Instead a typical day for the 
no-nonsense New Zealander 
involves 3am starts, bacon and eggs 
for up to 400, and a lunch sitting 
which can be pulled forward or 
pushed back two hours at the drop 
of a light meter. Welcome to the life 
of a movie caterer. 

“The biggest difference between 
movie catering and working in a 
restaurant is you have to constantly 
have to think on your feet,” says 
Kerry. “The light can change or 
something can break, and suddenly 
you only have two hours to get ready 
for lunch instead of four. 

“You have to be totally adaptable in 
terms of the shooting schedule, the 
produce available to source and the 
terrain you have to work and set up 

the dining area in.” 

On the plus side, the challenges 
and ever-changing nature of movie 
catering keeps it interesting, even 
after the more than 25 years Kerry 
has been working in the field. 

A former catering assistant with a 
New Zealand catering company, 
Kerry got her break after her then 
employer was asked to bring a team 
to Australia to cater for the movie 
The Last Frontier, starring Jack 
Thompson and Dynasty star Linda 
Evans. Gaining valuable experience 
– and industry contacts – Kerry 
decided to set up Kollage Katering 
when her boss went home. 

“These days I’m at a stage where  
I don’t want to break new ground,” 
she says. “But Kollage was  
definitely instrumental in raising 
the bar in movie catering. Before we 
came along people were reheating 
packets of vegetarian lasagne  

and serving  
Sara Lee  

cakes for 
dessert.”

That’s entertainment
Lights, camera, lunch – it’s all in a day’s work for movie caterer Kerry Fetzer. 

Along with breakfast, Kerry and her 
team will prepare lunch, featuring 
seven or eight dishes including 
homemade desserts, and a hot 
afternoon snack such as a pasta box 
or tacos, with a budget of anywhere 
between $35 and $50 per head. 

While menus have to balance 
home-style foods – “mashed potato 
never ceases to be popular” – with 
more sophisticated offerings to 
appeal to everyone on set from the 
actors to the gaffers, lunch menus 
are also themed daily so that there 
is a marriage of styles. 

“I wouldn’t put a Thai chicken curry 
with a Bolognese for example,” she 
says. The weather plays a role too 
– if it’s an unseasonably cold day 
she’ll stack the menu with comfort 
food. Movie shoots, it seems, run on 
their stomachs. 

There are also occasions, particularly 
on action films such as Wolverine 
or The Matrix, where a particular 
character has to have a lean, “cut” 
physique, when Kerry has to cater 
to an individual actor’s needs.

“On The Matrix Keanu Reeves 
and Carrie-Anne Moss had an 
outrageously strict diet,” she recalls. 
“Nothing was allowed to be cooked 
with fat; they weren’t allowed any 
salt. It’s hard for them too because 
they have to be constantly feeding 
“the machine” – Hugh Jackman 
on Wolverine was eating chicken 
breasts four times a day.”

Despite working out of a mobile 
catering truck labour-saving 
techniques such as using a bain 
marie to keep food warm is a no-no 
for Kerry (she’d rather refill smaller 
platters more often) and food is 
always served on porcelain – no 
matter how inaccessible the location 
or bumpy the dirt road to get there. 

“Presentation is important to me,” 
she insists. “Good presentation 
creates an impact, especially when 
you’re in the middle of nowhere.”

While many shoots do take place on 
sound stages such as those at Fox 
Studios in Sydney, Kerry and her 
crew cover thousands of kilometres 
working on location. On the 2007 
production of Australia, Kollage 
travelled between Bowen in Far 
North Queensland, Darwin in the 

Northern Territory and Kununurra 
in Western Australia. 

“Australia was a mammoth 
undertaking that took us all over 
the country,” she says. “We were 
feeding about 400 people on that 
shoot and by the time we got to 
Kununurra, although the suppliers 
were good, the produce was 
really expensive. Eggs were about 
$80 a carton and potatoes were 
outrageous. I don’t know why.

“Most often when we go into a place 
like that I tend to ring up the local 
restaurants in the area and ask their 
chefs where they get their produce 
from. You don’t know that stuff until 
you get there.”

South Australia, around the 
Flinders Rangers region, is one of 
the hardest places Kerry’s ever had 
to source ingredients. 

“There’s really nothing there,” says 
Kerry. “I had to get all my food 
shipped in from Adelaide.” 

Conversely, the produce that arrived 
is some of the best Kerry’s ever 
cooked with. 

“Here you are in a desert and 
the food off the freight trucks is 
amazing, even if you do have to 
unload it at 11pm.”

It’s not all hard graft; the job does 
have its glamorous moments: over the 
years Kerry’s chatted with Anthony 
Hopkins over scrambled eggs, catered 
for a cast party thrown by Marlon 
Brando and flown to Tunisia with 
a carry-on bag full of parmesan and 
anchovies to make Caesar salad for 
the cast of Star Wars: Episode II – 
Attack of the Clones. 

“The real highlights of my career 
haven’t been so much the jobs I’ve 
worked on, although it has been great 
to meet movie icons like Marlon 
Brando, but the travelling around,” 
she says. “Because you’re living and 
working on location for up to four 
months you get to know the locals 
and become part of the community. 
I’d love to go back to Kununurra.” 

As for her overall philosophy about 
cooking for movies Kerry says: “For 
me food isn’t about how clever you 
are as a chef. It’s a chance for people 
to be together and it’s about sharing 
– just as it is in any other family.” OH
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Justine with (from left) chefs Gary Mehigan, Manu Feildel, Miguel Maestre and Adrian Richardson.

Q&A

Agent for change

Q: How did you get involved with managing 
publicity and media appearances for chefs? 

A: I had been working in hospitality for years 
and decided it was time to go out on my own. 
I knew food and beverage and had worked in 
PR and Marketing, and then the whole Jamie 
Oliver thing hit Australia and I thought “there is 
something in this”...

Q: Does your background in hospitality give you 
a head start on understanding the personalities 
and needs of your clients?

A: Very much so. Chefs have certain pressure periods 
in their day, and although the days of the angry chef 
are gone, they are still quite artistic people so you 
need to be aware of their requirements.

Q: When you first started Chefs Ink in 1999 
Jamie Oliver was one of the few “celebrity 
chefs” on television. How has the medium 
changed in the last 11 years? 

A: I think TV Producers and networks have 
become braver in their approach to creating 
food content after seeing the success of formats 
overseas. MasterChef Australia would be the most 
obvious example, but even with Good Chef Bad 
Chef, Boys Weekend and Tropical Kitchen, we 
have seen a shift in moving away from the stock 
standard cooking show of previous decades.

Q: Is “celebrity chef” a term you use?

A: No, I don’t really. I think it is presumptuous 
to call my chefs “celebrities”. They are chefs first 
and foremost so I prefer to use the term chefs in 
the media.

Q: The really big name chefs like Gordon 
Ramsay get treated almost like rock stars these 
days. Do you think the public’s perception of 
chefs has changed over the last decade?

A: I think chefs have always been revered by the 
public. Over the years chefs like Escoffier in Paris 
were highly regarded and treated like royalty. I 
just think it is more obvious now they are all over 
prime-time television.

Q: You have a very select group of chefs as 
clients. What qualities, apart from being able to 
cook, does a chef need for you to put him or her 
on your books? 

A: They need to have a point of difference or 
message they are trying to relay and sincerely 
want to educate people how to cook at home. Just 
wanting to be a celebrity is not enough to make 
it in the television industry and I think the 
Australian public see right through that. There is 
also a certain “X factor” you can’t describe that is 
either there or it isn’t. Most important of all they 
need to be genuinely nice people.

If, as the saying goes, there’s “a great woman behind every great man”, then the same could 
be said for some of Australia’s highest profile chefs. Justine May is the founder of Chefs Ink, a 
management agency which specialises in managing the media careers of chefs. 

Q: MasterChef judge Gary Mehigan was Chefs 
Ink’s first client. Have you been surprised by the 
success of the show? 

A: We felt it was going to do well but I don’t think 
anyone, including the network and producers, 
expected the popularity it has achieved. I believe 
it has a lot to do with the positive outcomes from 
the show. It’s not about being the most popular, 
the best looking, the fattest or thinnest, it’s about 
being the best cook on the day. I think the way the 
contestants work together, even though they know 
they are vying for the same goal, and the nurturing 
nature of the judges is another great factor. And 
sometimes the stars align and it is just the right 
time for a new juggernaut like MasterChef!

Q: Who are some of your other clients at  
the moment?

A: I look after Manu Feildel from My Kitchen 
Rules, Adrian Richardson from Boys Weekend and 
Secret Meat Business, Janella Purcell from Good 
Chef Bad Chef and Biggest Loser, Dominique Rizzo 
from Ready Steady Cook, Miguel Maestre from 
Boys Weekend and Tropical Kitchen, The Wine 
Guide boys (Dan Sims and Ben Edwards) and 
nutritionist/dietician Rachel Jeffery. 

Q: Are there any downsides of working with 
chefs as clients? 

A: I do get the odd phone call late at night and if 

we go out, they can outlast me easily, so I have 
given up trying to keep up!

Q: Chefs have a reputation for having large 
egos. Would you agree with that after working 
with so many of them? 

A: There are some that do have large egos but I 
feel my clients are pretty grounded. Those chefs 
who do (I won’t name them) don’t tend to have 
the right people around them. They’re usually 
just “yes” people, which is the chef’s own fault 
for employing them. Once they are involved in 
the media they really need someone in their life 
who will steer them in the right direction. I like 
to think I do that for my clients, even if I do get 
called “mum” as a result!

Q: What have been some of your career 
highlights since setting up Chefs Ink? 

A: Travelling to Cannes and New York with my 
clients was amazing. Also working with some 
very talented people in the TV production, book 
publishing, magazine and PR/marketing worlds.

Q: Are there any chefs, living or dead, 
Australian or international, who you’d love  
to represent? 

A: I think Heston Blumenthal is a great talent and 
I’m always on the lookout for the next new face!

● www.chefsink.com OH 
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SPC® Peaches are freshly picked from Victoria’s Goulburn Valley orchards, 
delivered to our factory, and then packed for Australians to enjoy.
Call 1800 805 168 or visit www.spcardmona.com.au
‘SPC’ is a registered trade mark of SPC Ardmona.

Serving suggestion
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OriGiNS Of...

Olive oil is a major component of the healthy 
Mediterranean diet and a must-have for  
every modern kitchen, yet it’s not a  
new discovery.

olive oil

to Athena’s original tree. Early 
Greeks anointed the winners of 
their Olympic games with olive 
oil in honour of Athena. 

Olive oil was also prized in Italy 
and cultivation of the trees spread 
throughout the Mediterranean with 
the spread of the Roman Empire. 
According to the Roman historian 
Pliny Italy had “excellent olive oil 
at reasonable prices” by the first 
century AD. The Italians used it for 
not only for cooking but also as a 
fuel for lamps and in religious and 
social rituals. 

With the fall of the Roman Empire 
in the 5th century olive cultivation 
fell into decline, only re-emerging 
as a major crop in the middle 
ages. In the 1700s Franciscan 
missionaries introduced olive trees 
to the so-called “new world”.  

In Australia olive farming dates back 
to the early 1800s, when groves were 
planted in Parramatta near Sydney. 
Widespread demand for the oil 
has largely been driven by Italian 
and Greek immigrants, and more 
recently, recognition of the health 
benefits of the Mediterranean diet. 

There are currently more than 750 
million olive trees worldwide, 
95 per cent of which are in the 
Mediterranean, and olive oil 
production totalled more than 
2.767 million tonnes in 2007. 
Australia has a small but thriving 
olive oil industry, producing mostly 
premium oil. OH

Dubbed “liquid gold’ by the 
ancient Greek poet Homer, olive 

oil has been prized for thousands 
of years – used in cooking, as a 
fuel, cosmetic and medicine, and 
considered a source of strength, 
wealth and power.  

Native to the Mediterranean, there 
is evidence that Neolithic people 
collected wild olives as early as the 
8th century BC. 

Cultivation of the trees is believed 
to have first taken place on the 
island of Crete, where olive oil jars 
dating back to 3500 BC have been 
found. The Minoan people of Crete 
used olive oil in their religious 
ceremonies and it formed the basis 
of the wealth of their kingdom.

By around 1500 BC olive cultivation 
had spread from Crete to Southern 
Europe and other Mediterranean 

Glenn Austin
www.xtremechef.com.au

cONSultANt cHefSomething fishy going on
A few years ago some uninformed 
people incorrectly claimed that 
imported prawns were laced with 
dangerous chemicals, antibiotics 
and diseases that would poison us 
and destroy our local industries. 

A similar storm is brewing over 
the importation of frozen fish into 
Australia. We are hearing rumors 
about the very popular Basa and Nile 
Perch. The flesh tastes muddy, and it 
is processed in third word conditions 
and so on. Let me tell you it isn’t true. 

The reality is there is only enough 
local seafood to meet about 25 per 
cent of demand and the CSIRO 
predicts that demand will more than 
double in the next 10 years. To meet 
demand, we'll have to look overseas.

To give the issue some perspective, 
friends of mine operated two of the 
largest catering businesses around: 
an airline and a catering company 
responsible for about five million 
meals per day. Their HACCAP and 
food safety systems were world 
class and they regularly audited the 
seafood they bought. 

To date they have never had reason 
to reject any of the fish from either 
Thailand or Vietnam where the 
Basa was sourced, or the Lake 
Victoria region in Africa where the 
Nile Perch was sourced. They did 
how ever have an issue with some 
product out of China.

The point is, before you start 
to get all bent out of shape and 
decide not to purchase either of 
these wonderful products, do your 
research and get the facts. Both of 
these fish represent fantastic value 
and deserve a place on your menu.

nations including 
Turkey, Syria and 
Cyprus. Olive oil 
has been found 
in Egyptian tombs 
dating back more than 
4000 years. 

In Greece olive trees 
came to be considered 
sacred, representing 
peace, fertility and 
achievement over 
adversity. According 
to one legend Athens 
is named for the 
goddess Athena, who 
brought the olive tree 
to the Greeks as a gift. 
Zeus had promised 
the city to the god or 
goddess who made 
the most useful 
invention and the 
olive, useful for light, 
heat, food, medicine 
and perfume, 
triumphed over 
Poseidon’s offering 
of a salt water spring. 
It is believed that the 
olive tree that grows 
on the Acropolis in 
modern day Athens 
can be traced back 



See website for full terms & conditions. Promotion commences 9.00am AEST 01/06/2010. Total prize pool valued at $95,175 RRP. Minor prize winners will be drawn at random throughout promotion period. The major prize will be drawn on 01/10/2010. 
The name and postcode of the major prize winner will be published in The Australian on 08/10/2010. In the event that a major prize winning entry’s Promotion Product was purchased on behalf of a business, the major prize will be awarded to 
the registered owner of the business. Any registered owner who is a prize winner may transfer their prize to a nominated employee by notifying the Promoter of their intention in writing. All winners will have their names and postcodes appear at  
www.milo-winter.com.au The Promoter is Nestlé Australia Ltd. ABN 77 000 011 316 trading as Nestlé Professional. Authorised under NSW Permit No. LTPS/10/02016, VIC Permit No. 10/724, ACT Permit No. TP10/00936, SA Permit No. T10/492. 

WINWINWIN
a Ski Trip to

SWITZERLAND

Buy a MILO 1.9kg can with a ‘WIN a Ski Trip to Switzerland’ sticker 
attached to the lid and log onto www.milo-winter.com.au with 
your unique code to enter the prize draw and see if you have won  
a MILO branded prize.

All valid entries will also receive an automatic entry into the 
major prize draw.

Promotion closes 11.59pm AEST  30/09/2010

The major prize is the winner’s choice of either:
❆ A ski trip for 4 people to St Moritz in Switzerland 

valued at up to $25,300.* 
OR

❆ $25,300 Harvey World Travel Gift Card  
for travel related products and  
services of the winner’s choice.**

   * Trip prize must be taken by 30/11/2011. 
** Valid for 12 months from date of issue of wallet and card. 

Plus Loads of Other  
Prizes to be Won 

MILO prepared 
with skim milk: 
200mL serve size

®
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lOcAl PrOduce

The case for using local produce

Sourcing fresh produce from local farmers can be good for the 
environment, local communities and ultimately, business.

There’s been a lot of buzz in recent years 
about “food miles” and the benefit to the 

environment of sourcing local, seasonal produce. 

Food miles is a term coined in the early ’90s to 
describe the distance food travels from paddock 
to plate. The more food miles an item racks up, 
the less environmentally friendly it is supposed to 
be. This is because the greater distance food has to 
travel the more fossil fuel it requires to ship it and 
the more carbon dioxide (CO2) – a leading cause of 
global warning – it creates. Oranges imported from 
California, for example, travel 12,878km before 
being delivered to Melbourne kitchens whereas 
Australian oranges only travel 567km. On average 
food travels around 4000km before it arrives at its 
destination.

Critics of food miles point out that the distance 
food travels has little to do with its carbon 
footprint. How it travels if as just as important, 
with air freighting creating 117 times more CO2 
than shipping the same load by sea. The resources 
used in producing the food – for example, the fuel 
used to heat greenhouses, and electricity used to 
run packaging machinery and refrigeration – also 
contribute to the carbon footprint of food. 

When all the factors are taken into consideration, 

food that’s travelled a long way isn’t always the 
worst option environmentally. A study by Lincoln 
University in New Zealand found that rearing and 
distributing lamb in Britain produces four times 
more CO2 than producing the same meat in New 
Zealand and shipping it the more than 17,000km 
to the UK, thanks to New Zealand’s more efficient 
farming practices and better weather. 

Beyond food miles
Whichever side of the fence you come down on food 
miles, there are several other good reasons to buy 
fresh, seasonal produce from your local area where 
possible (some products, such as spices, coffee and 
tea, will almost certainly need to be imported), not 
least that it generally tastes better and is sold when it 
is perfectly ripe, rather than being picked green and 
spending weeks in transit. Farmers who know that 
they will be able to sell their produce locally are also 
able to grow varieties that prioritise flavour rather 
than shelf-life or thicker skins to protect fruit from 
bruising during transportation. 

In Food Inc., the recent documentary about the 
corporatisation of food production in the US, 
Joel Salatin, a farmer and hero of the local food 
movement, also points to increased food safety  
as a top reason to buy locally produced food. 

“The shorter the chain between field and fork ...  
the fresher, the more transparent that system is, 
the less chance there is of anything from bio-
terrorism to pathogenicity to spoilage,” he says.  

Salatin, who recently travelled to Australia to 
speak at the Daylesford Macedon Produce Harvest 
Festival, only ships food he produces on his 
mixed usage film within four hours drive of the 
farm (around 250km). 

Sourcing produce from local producers can 
also has considerable community benefits, 
strengthening local economies by protecting 
small producers and jobs. While farmers markets 
are increasingly popular with consumers – there 
are now more than 120 across Australia – and 
can be a good place for chefs to buy produce 
(or supplement their income by selling added 
value products) developing relationships with 
individual producers is key to ensuring supply. 

Practical solutions
Alla Wolf Trasker, executive chef and owner of 
the Lake House in Daylesford, Victoria, not only 
works with producers in the local area to supply 
her restaurant but has also been instrumental 
in setting up Daylesford Macedon Produce, 
introducing producers to each other and creating  
a “farm trail” in the area. 

Admittedly sourcing local produce is easier in some 
regions of Australia than others – the most common 
definition of what constitutes local is 160km or 
“100-miles” – however it’s not impossible for urban 
restaurants to source mostly local produce. Justin 
North, head chef at Becasse in Sydney, works 
closely with suppliers to ensure the best produce 
for his restaurant, and has even introduced a 
series of popular producers’ forums and lunches 
to introduce the restaurant’s suppliers to its 
customers, highlighting the importance of ethical 
farming, eating and sustainability into the bargain.

As the success of Becasse’s producers’ lunches has 
amply proven, a policy of sourcing local produce 
where possible can increasingly be used as a 
marketing tool. At Loam, a restaurant on Victoria’s 
Bellarine Peninsula, there’s no menu – just a list of 
seasonal ingredients which customers can choose 
from for the kitchen team to use in their meal. 
It’s a novel concept but one that’s winning diners 
over. Other venues, such as Quay in Sydney and 
the Lake House in Daylesford include information 
on their suppliers in their menu as added value 
for their customers. OH

The 100-mile diet is a term used to describe 
the practice of only eating food grown or 
produced within 100-miles (160 kilometres) of 
home, also known as locavorism.  Proponents 
maintain that locally produced food is 

What is the 100-mile diet? healthier, tastier and better for the environment 
and for the local economy. The term itself 
comes from the title of a 2007 book called 
The 100-Mile Diet: A Year of Local Eating in 
which Canadian couple Alisa Smith and J.B. 
MacKinnon restricted their diet to food grown 
within that area. The release of the book tapped 
into the growing popularity of the locavore 

movement and has now become synonymous 
with it.  Variations on the diet allow for staples 
such as spices and oil to be sourced from 
outside the region, or for the definition of what 
constitutes local to be expanded. Communities 
such as Orange in Central NSW have leapt on 
the idea, promoting it as part of their annual 
Food Week. 
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tecHNOlOGy

COMBISTAR FX NEW from ANGELO PO 
the only combi-steamer on the planet with 

it’s own integrated hot & cold smoker.

NEW Smokerstar

ANGELO PO AUSTRALIA  ph:02 9879 7255
www.angelopoaustralia.com

ECO Function

AUTO Washing

Pasteurization

In an Australian first Mundo 
Global Tapas at Rydges North 

Sydney has launched a new menu 
and ordering system using the 
Apple iPad.  
Run by a custom made application, 
known as an “app”, the interactive 
“Menu pads” allow guests to 
peruse menus, call up photos and 
additional information about the 
dishes, customise orders where 
appropriate (for example, choosing 
how steaks are cooked), review 
orders and send them to the kitchen 
directly through the iPad. 

Future versions of the app will 
have additional features such as 
suggestions for wine matches to 
complement food orders, and it 
will be available to other businesses 
though the Apple apps store. While 
the price is yet to be set, purchasers 
will be able to upload their own 
menu and branding.  

While there will always be a need 
for real life waiters, not just to 
deliver plates but to answer those 
curly questions you can’t anticipate, 
putting ordering into the hands of 

diners certainly offers opportunities 
to reduce staffing levels. Menu 
items themselves can be dropped or 
changed quickly, without having to 
have to whole new menus printed. 

Perhaps more importantly, 
embracing this kind of technology 
also plays an important role in 
positioning a restaurant’s brand, by 
appealing to tech-savvy Gen Y and 
Gen X consumers who probably 
already own an iPod, iPhone or 
both, and are familiar with the 
operating system. Customers will 
come the first time because they’re 
curious; they’ll return when they 
realise how easy and streamlined  
it makes the ordering process.  

Pizza chain Pizza Capers, which 
has more than 75 restaurants, has 
also announced that they will 
adopting the iPad as a point-of-sale 
and ordering system for their staff.  
A planned app for customers will 
allow customers to place their orders 
directly into the system, and staff 
will also be able to take orders from 
people in the queue or dining area.  

Several other restaurant chains 

are already offering customers 
customised iPhone applications. 
Wagamama has an app which 
allows users to find their closest 
restaurant, select and tailor their 
meal, request a pickup time of 
their choice and pay via credit 
card or prepaid account. Users 
can also choose to add or remove 
certain ingredients via the app. 
Domino’s Pizza’s iPhone ordering 
app reportedly generated $2 million 
worth of sales in the 12 weeks after 
it launched in November last year, 
and digital orders now account for 
29 per cent of the chain’s revenue. 
The company is currently resizing 
the app for the iPad. 

Consumers are also embracing  
a wide range of other restaurant-
themed apps including restaurant 
locality search engines such as 
Urbanspoon, the Good Food Guide 
in both Melbourne and Sydney, 
and Food Advisor, which lists 
restaurant on the NSW Government 
Food Authority’s “name and 
shame” list, with more inevitably  
to come. The question is, will yours 
be one of them? OH

iPads: the future 
of menus?
Menus go high-tech with the launch of new iPad-based ordering technology.
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StOckS ANd SAuceS

Sauce of life

Sauces add flavour, moisture 
and visual appeal to sweet and 

savoury dishes, bring disparate 
ingredients together to form a cohesive 
whole, and can stand alone or be used 
as an ingredient in other recipes. 

Many of the sauces most commonly 
used in contemporary cooking 
come from the French (béchamel, 
veloute, bordelaise, hollandaise), 
British (gravy, apple sauce, custard) 
and Italian (napoletana, ragu, pesto) 
traditions, but every cuisine has 
at least one sauce that defines it, 
whether it’s the pungent dipping 
sauces of Vietnam or the aromatic 
pastes of Northern Africa. 

For chefs looking to add a new 
dimension to menus, finding 
inspiration in these tastebud- 
tempting international flavour 
combinations is just the  
(round-the-world) ticket. 

 Turkey 

Patlican sos is a sauce made from 
chopped roasted eggplant, which 
may or may not be pureed. Most 
often served with lamb or chicken, 
or with pasta, it can also be used as 
a dipping sauce with crusty bread. 

1kg chicken bones
Capsicum paste or tomato paste
1 eggplant
5l water
3 medium sized carrots
1 celery
1 onion
Bay leaves
30 peppercorns
Cream, to taste

Coat the chicken bones with your 
choice of paste and roast at 200°c 
for 20 minutes. Roast eggplant in a 
separate tray for 15 minutes at 200°c. 
Once the eggplant is roasted allow 
to cool slightly, remove the flesh and 
place in a bowl. With a fork, purée 
the eggplant and set aside. Combine 
chicken bones and remaining 
ingredients and simmer for 3 hours.

Once the chicken stock has reduced, 

strain and add a small amount of 
cream. Slowly combine the eggplant 
and serve with lamb  
or chicken.
Recipe: Lezzet, Elwood

 Mexico 

Mole is the generic name for a group 
of sauces most often served over 
chicken however it is also used to 
refer to Mole Poblano, made from 
dried chillis, ground nuts and/or 
seeds, Mexican chocolate and spices. 
Crushed tortillas, bread crumbs or 
crackers are added to the mix to 
thicken and enrichen the sauce.   

 China 

XO sauce is a spicy sauce used 
in Chinese cuisine, especially in 
Southern China and Hong Kong.  
Originally intended for use with 
seafood, XO sauce can also be used 
to enhance the flavour of meat, 
vegetables, tofu and noodles, or as a 
condiment on the side of main dishes.

150g ginger
150g garlic
500g red onion
1kg dry onion
250g Chinese prosciutto
500g dried scallop
250g dried shrimp
100g hot red chilli

Use the cooking oil to stir fry the 
garlic, ginger and red onion in a 
wok. Use a high temperature at first. 
Then put all remaining ingredients 
in the wok and slowly stir-fry all 
together with a bit more cooking oil 
for 30 minutes. 
Recipe: New Shanghai, Chatswood

 Russia 

Adjika is a hot yet subtly flavoured 
paste based on a boiled preparation 
of hot red chillies, garlic, herbs and 
spices including coriander, dill 

Take customers on a voyage of discovery with 
these sauces, marinades and condiments from 
around the globe.

Chicken with patlican sos.

Chermoula king prawns.
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Add an exotic touch to your 
menu with Passage Foods 
International cooking sauces.

“Our award winning range of international  
 cooking sauces are perfect for chefs  
 who are looking for convenience, time  
 saving and better cooking yields without  
 compromising on flavour or quality.” 
 Company Founder and Chef, Chris Doutre

HOW TO USE:

1. Seal 7.5kg of Meat/Poultry/Seafood/Vegetables  
 in a large cooking pot. 
2. Stir through 2.5kg (1 Bladder) of Passage  
 Foods cooking sauce. 
3. Simmer for 20 minutes and it’s ready to serve.

* This yields 45 x 200g serves. To further reduce 
your plate costs, replace an equal quantity of 
meat with fresh vegetables.

Made in Australia from local 
and imported ingredients.

Passage to India
Butter Chicken Simmer Sauce 
Korma Simmer Sauce 
Tikka Masala Simmer Sauce 
Rogan Josh Simmer Sauce 
Vindaloo Simmer Sauce 
Kofta Curry Simmer Sauce 
Balti Curry Simmer Sauce

Passage to China
Black Bean Stir Fry Sauce 
Honey, Soy & Garlic  
Stir Fry Sauce

Passage to Thailand
Green Thai Curry Simmer Sauce 
Red Thai Curry Simmer Sauce 
Pad Thai Stir-Fry Sauce 
Thai Basil & Sweet Chilli  
Stir-Fry Sauce

Passage to Indonesia
Indonesian Satay Stir-Fry Sauce 
Mee Goreng Stir-Fry Sauce

Passage to Morocco
Harissa, Tomato & Bell Pepper 
Simmer Sauce 
Moroccan Spiced Honey Lamb 
Simmer Sauce 
Moroccan Spiced Lemon Chicken 
Simmer Sauce

Passage to Malaysia
Curry Laksa Soup Base 
Rendang Curry Simmer Sauce

ALL NATURAL • GLUTEN FREE • HALAL CERTIFIED • REQUIRES NO REFRIGERATION UNTIL OPENED

Visit www.passagefoods.com for more information
or contact Shaun Doutre on 03 9580 3344 
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and blue fenugreek. It is usually red, 
although it can also be made with 
unripe peppers. The spiciness varies 
from recipe to recipe.

 Japan 

Ponzu sauce is a tart, citrus-based 
sauce traditionally used as a 
dressing for tataki (lightly grilled 
and then finely sliced fish or meat), 
as a dipping sauce for meat and 
vegies cooked in a shabu shabu 
broth (a Japanese hot pot) and as a 
dip for sashimi.

60ml Yuzu (a Japanese citrus) juice
15ml sake 
15ml mirin 
15ml rice vinegar 
75ml soy sauce 
5cm square Konbu seaweed 
3g Bonito flakes 

Heat mirin and sake in a pot to remove 
alcohol. Set aside to cool down. 

Mix all ingredients in a pot. Leave 
the mix in the fridge for at least two 
weeks. Strain before using.  
Recipe: Monkey Magic, Surry Hills

There are many different recipes 
that use different spices, and the 
proportions vary widely.

½ bunch parsley
½ bunch coriander
½ red onion
1 garlic clove
80ml extra virgin olive oil
1 tsp cumin powder
1 tsp tumeric powder
1 tsp ras el hanout
1 tsp paprika
½ tsp chilli powder 

Place all the ingredients in a blender 
and blend the mixture until smooth.
Recipe: Alira Moorish food & wine 
bar, Pyrmont

 Tunisia 

Harissa is a traditional hot chilli 
paste used in many North African 
cuisines. It is made from piri piri 
chillies (or other hot chillies), 
olive oil and other ingredients 
such as cumin, red peppers, garlic, 
coriander and lemon juice, although 
these vary from region to region. It 

is used in stews made from goat, 
lamb or fish, as a flavouring for 
couscous, or as a condiment. 

 Romania 

Mujdei is made from garlic cloves 
which are ground into a paste, 
salted and mixed with vegetable 
oil. Depending on the region it 
comes from, water, vinegar or 
other ingredients may be added. 
Consistency varies from a thick 
paste to a very runny sauce. It is 
served with a variety of dishes,  
such as fried fish, grilled chicken 
and pork, and potatoes.

 Argentina 

Chimichurri is a South American 
marinade for grilled meat. It is 
made from finely chopped parsley, 
garlic, oil, vinegar and chilli flakes. 
Additional flavourings such as 
paprika, oregano, cumin, thyme, 
coriander, may be added. The less 
common red variety contains tomato 
and red capsicum.

 

 Mozambique 

Piri Piri sauce is a hot sauce made 
from dried and soaked piri-piri 
chillies and turmeric. While the 
origin of piri-piri sauce is believed to 
Portuguese, it is a staple condiment 
in East Africa, where it is used to 
accompany soups and stews. 

 Georgia 

Tkemali is a sauce made from cherry 
plums. The sauce is made from both 
red and green varieties of plum, as 
well as ingredients including garlic, 
coriander, dill, cayenne pepper and 
salt. Tkemali is used as a condiment 
for fried or grilled meat, poultry and 
potato dishes. 

 Morocco 

Chermoula is a marinade used in 
Moroccan, Algerian and Tunisian 
cooking, most often with fish and 
seafood but it can also be used 
in meat and vegetable dishes. 
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Completely unique to Australia, our process enables us
to deliver flavour that you’ve never experienced before in 
a concentrate. Developed by our chefs to deliver made-from-
scratch taste and inspired results in just minutes, our products bring
exceptional aroma, flavour and consistency to all your signature dishes.

Call us for a demonstration and find out why more and more chef’s are turning
towards the true taste of Custom Culinary®

PREMIUM STOCK PASTES 
AND SAUCE CONCENTRATES

91-97 Woodlands Drive
Braeside Vic 3195
T 03 9580 3344
F 03 9580 4222
Interstate 1800 FLAVOUR
www.flavourmakers.com.au Proudly distributed by:

One 454gm tub = 20 litres of stock.

Elevate your menu
with the true taste of
Custom Culinary®
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 Indonesia 

Sambal is a chilli based sauce 
which is normally used as a 
condiment in Indonesian, Malaysian, 
Singaporean and Sri Lankan cuisine, 
or as a substitute for fresh chillies in 
cooking. There are many varieties 
of Sambal but a common recipe 
contains fermented shrimp paste, 
chillies and lemon or lime juice. 
Tomatoes may also be used.

 Peru 

Aji sauce is a spicy sauce made 
from aji chillies, tomatoes, 
coriander and onions. Jalapenos 
can be used if aji chillies are 

unavailable. It is commonly served 
with steak, chicken or seafood.

 Vietnam 

Nuoc mam pha is a pungent dipping 
sauce made from lemon or lime 
juice, fish sauce, chopped garlic and 
chillies, and sometimes shredded 
carrot. It is usually served with fresh 
or fried rice paper rolls, or Banh 
Xeo, a pan fried pancake filled with 
pork, prawns and bean sprouts.

 Gabon 

Nyembwe is a sauce made from 
the flesh of palm nuts, the fruit of 
the African oil palm tree, which is 
boiled and pounded into a pulp. 
It is usually served with chicken 
but can be also be used with beef, 
fish, mutton and game meat such 
as crocodile. Nyembwe chicken 
is considered the national dish of 
Gabon as well as The Republic of the 
Congo, where it is called mwambe 
chicken, and Angola, where is goes 
by the name of muamba.

 Yemen 

Skhug is a Yemenite hot sauce 
popular in Middle Eastern cuisine. 
Skhug is made from hot chillis, 
coriander, garlic and various 
spices, ground separately in a 

Stuffed cabbage rolls 
with ponzu sauce.

mortar and pestle and then mixed 
together. Variations include skhug 
adom (red skhug), made with 
red peppers;  skhug yarok (green 
skhug), made from green peppers, 
and skhug chum (brown skhug), 
which has tomatoes in it. OH 
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Anchor
superior flavour

FOODSERVICES
Dairy for Today’s Professionals

Visit us at www.fonterrafoodservices.com.au for great recipe ideas,
to discover our latest product innovations and much more.

With its’ superior texture and flavour,  
Anchor Cooking Cream delivers great results 
when used in sauces, soups and casserole.
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SeASONAl meNu PlANNiNG

Spring to attention
Turn to new season produce and lighter ingredients to freshen up menus for spring. 

Spring is one of the loveliest 
times of the year in Australia, 

with the nation’s southern states 
shrugging off winter’s cold grip in 
favour of warmer days and longer 
nights. As the weather warms up 
diners start looking towards lighter, 
more “summery” fare than the 
hearty, comforting dishes that have 
sustained them throughout winter. 
Fortunately along with the warmer 

weather comes a plethora of new 
season produce that lends itself to 
this style of eating, including spring 
lamb, asparagus, artichokes, papaya 
and peas of all kinds. 

“Spring is a fantastic time of the year 
as a chef,” says Chris Cranswick-
Smith, head chef/owner of Emmilou 
in Sydney. “There are so many 
amazing locally grown and produced 
products to fill menus with. 

“We are focussing on elegant 
simplicity, using garnishes as 
elements to highlight the freshness 
of the ingredients.” 

Spring is also a great time to 
experiment with new ingredients, 
according to Ian Atkinson, head 
chef of Margan’s Restaurant in the 
Hunter Valley in regional NSW. 

“I think warm salads using pulses 
and grains will feature on menus a 

lot this spring with everyone making 
use of new products from Europe 
such as Spiga cous cous and organic 
Beluga lentils,” he says. “They are 
very versatile and are great used 
instead of other carbs to make spring 
dishes much lighter than the heavy 
winter dishes.”

For more inspiration, Open House 
has come up with three fresh new 
recipes to try.

4 x 3-bone racks of lamb, French trim
50ml olive oil
8 shallots, peeled
1 x 120g Tuscan sausage
½ small salad onion, finely sliced
1 tbspn olive oil
100g arborio rice
350ml chicken stock
50g butter
50g parmesan, grated
100g pumpkin, peeled, roasted, pureed
8 chestnuts, cooked and peeled
200ml lamb jus
1 stem rosemary
50g baby spinach 
1 dspn butter

Rub a little oil into the racks, season,  
place skin side down on a tray 
and roast in oven at 180°c for 10 
minutes. Turn, add shallots and 
sausage, and cook for 5 minutes. 
Remove and keep warm.

Sweat the salad onion in 1 
tablespoon of olive oil, add arborio 
rice and cook for about 2 minutes or 
until translucent. Add chicken stock 
and cook for 15 minutes, stirring 
constantly. Add butter, parmesan 
and pumpkin puree.

Warm chestnuts in lamb jus with 
rosemary. Wilt baby spinach in  
1 dessertspoon of butter, drain  
and reserve. 

Divide risotto evenly, top with 
shallots, chestnuts, carved lamb 
and sliced sausage. Finish with 
spinach on top, drizzle with lamb 
jus and serve.
Recipe: Meat andLivestock  
Australia. www.mla.com.au

Rack of lamb with pumpkin risotto
Serves 4
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 Grilled tempeh and asparagus with roasted capsicum and olive dip 
Serves 4

150gm tempeh, cut into 3mm strips 

1 tbspn dark roasted sesame oil

1 tbspn Shoyu

1 tbspn Mirin

200g green beans, topped and tailed

200g broccoli florets

200g asparagus spears, woody ends 
removed, cut in half

½ avocado, sliced thinly lengthways

1 tablespoon extra virgin olive oil

1 teaspoon lemon juice

Roast capsicum and black olive dip

1 red capsicum

10 black olives, pitted and chopped

1 garlic clove, minced

2 tbspn roughly chopped basil leaves

¼ cup almond meal or bread crumbs

1 small hot chilli, minced (optional)

4 tbspn extra virgin olive oil

2 tbspn red wine vinegar
Sea salt 
Ground black pepper

Firstly prepare the roast red 
capsicum dip: roast the red 
capsicum in an oven at high 
temperature until skin is blackened. 
Cool and remove skin and seeds.  
Place this and all the other dip 
ingredients into a food processor 
and puree until smooth. Set aside.

Take a frying pan and add one 
tablespoon of the sesame oil. When 
hot add the tempeh strips and 
fry on each side until sealed and 
golden. At this point add the Shoyu 
and Mirin and move the tempeh 
around so it’s well coated, then 

quickly remove and set aside.

To prepare the greens, bring a small 
pot with 5cm of water to the boil. 
Drop in the green beans, broccoli 
and asparagus individually and 
allow each to cook for a few 
minutes until al dente. Drain and 
then place into a bowl.  

Add the avocado slices, olive 
oil, lemon juice and salt and mix 
together. Place this onto individual 
plates and arrange with the tempeh 
strips. Spoon a dollop of the red 
capsicum dip and serve warm or at 
room temperature.
Recipe: Tony Chiodo, Feel good 
food: wholefood recipes for happy, 
healthy living (Hardie Grant).  
www.asparagus.com.au

What’s in season?
Thanks to the size and huge variation in climactic conditions around 

the country Australia grows a wide range of fruit and vegies, often 
with seasons that extend beyond those seen in the Northern Hemisphere. 
Here are the seasonal goodies which will be at their best in terms of flavour, 
quality and value for money during spring.  

Artichoke 

Asparagus 

Avocado 

Banana

Beans 

Blood orange

Broad beans 

Broccoli 

Cabbage 

Cherry 

Carrot

Cauliflower

Cucumber 

Cumquat 

Grapefruit 

Honeydew 

Leek 

Lemon 

Lettuce 

Loquat 

Lychee 

Mandarin 

Mango 

Papaya

Peas

Pineapple 

Potato 

Rhubarb 

Rockmelon 

Seville orange 

Silverbeet 

Snow peas 

Spinach 

Strawberry 

Sugar snap peas 

Sweetcorn 

Tangelo

Tomato 

Valencia orange

Watermelon 

Zucchini

Cold smoked New Zealand King 
Salmon and lemon dill yogurt 
popsicles
Makes 10 popsicles

10 slices cold smoked New Zealand King 
Salmon 
100mls thick Greek yoghurt 
50mls crème fraiche
1 Lemon, fine zest only 
1 tspn honey
1 tspn fresh cut dill tips
15 medium kebab skewers 
Flaky sea salt, to taste

Roll plastic food wrap out on to a flat 
surface, lay the salmon slices side by 
side, slightly overlapping to achieve a 
rectangle shape approximately 150mm 
x 100mm. Cover the salmon with more 
plastic wrap and, using a rolling pin, 
lightly roll over the top of the salmon 
to achieve a uniform thickness and 
shape. Place on a flat tray and in a 
chiller to allow the salmon to chill. 

In a mixing bowl, place yoghurt, 
crème fraiche, lemon zest, honey 
and dill. Mix all ingredients well.

Remove the plastic from the top of 
the salmon and spread the yoghurt 
mixture on top of the salmon leaving 
a 10-20mm gap at the top edge.

Using the bottom sheet of plastic 
wrap, roll up the salmon with the 
yoghurt mixture in the middle 
forming a rolled cigar shape, 
approximately 30mm in diameter. 
Twist and tie the ends of the plastic 

and place the roll into the freezer. 
Allow the roll to freeze completely.

Once frozen remove and slice rounds 
approximately 3-5mm thick and push 
the skewer into the edge of the frozen 
salmon round, making sure it goes 
all the way into the yoghurt mixture. 
This process needs to be done 
quickly. Place the popsicles back 
on to a flat tray with plastic on it to 
stop them sticking to the tray. Briefly 
return them back to the freezer in 
case any have begun to defrost.

To present, place the popsicles into 
the serving dish (rock salt in a glass 
works well) and just prior to service 
quickly brush over each one with a 
kitchen gas/butane torch to slightly 
soften and take the hard edge off them.
Recipe: Andrew Brown, The George 
Hotel, Christchurch, New Zealand

Chefs Note: the popsicles require a 
lot of care and attention just prior to 
service, they need to be served slightly 
defrosted however if they are let to go 
to soft they will quickly fall apart. OH
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GlASSwAre

Unlike other aspects of the 
foodservice industry, glassware 

trends tend to move fairly slowly. 
One of the biggest costs to any 
restaurant or catering company is 
the cost of breakages, yet it’s still 
cheaper to replace a few dozen 
glasses when necessary than start 
again with a whole new range, 
however trendy. The high risk of 
breakages also encourages restaurant 
owners to choose glassware at least 
partially on the basis of the long-
term availability of the range, which 
favours classic styles that won’t go 
out of fashion in a year’s time.   

It’s perhaps no surprise then 
that one key trend glassware 
manufacturers point to is 
increased durability. 

“In the retail market decorative 
glassware – for instance those with 

gold rims or floral patterns – is 
being promoted internationally 
as the next big thing,” says Tim 
Russell from Crown Commercial. 
“However in the foodservice 
marketplace the requirement 
for longevity and the ability to 
withstand commercial dishwashing 
tends to preclude those specific 
decorative offers.”

Italian glassware range Luigi 
Bormioli, distributed by Crown 
Commercial has, for example, 
developed a unique glass 
composition called Son.Hyx, which 
produces fine glassware with added 
strength and even a little pliability, 
resulting in fewer breakages. Crown 
Commercial also has a range of 
higher durability options, which 
are either fully toughened or feature 
toughened rims. 

Clear winners
Thinking of upgrading your glassware? These 
top trends are in a “glass” of their own. 

Other brands to look out for are 
Spiegelau, which prides themselves 
on blending stylish good looks 
with functionality and durability 
(Spiegelau glassware is ISO 
certified for 1500 washes with no 
discolouration, staining or loss of 
clarity), and Stolzle, which features 
toughened rims and stems, and 
comes in a range of elegant designs 
to suit all styles of wine.

There are also a number of high-
quality polycarbonate offerings 
available for more casual venues, 
such as those produced by JAB 
Design and Elite Drinkware.

While large bowls and long stems 
remain the most popular shape for 

wine glasses, many style-conscious 
venues have embraced stemless 
wine glasses such as the popular 
Riedel O range, which can also 
double as serving vessels for sweet 
and savoury dishes. 

Glasses offer food 
for thought
Flagged by Tomkin as an emerging 
glassware trend in 2008, the 
increasing use of glassware to 
serve food, especially as part of a 
degustation menu or tasting plate, 
shows no sign of abating. 

“The transparency of glass allows 
chefs to enhance the visual 

Luigi Bormioli glasses.
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•  Manufactured in Germany using Platinum Glass

•  Extensive range of stemware, barware & decanters

•  Developed with world class sommeliers 
& restaurateurs for everyday use

• High durability

• Astonishing lightness

• Everlasting brilliance

Distributed exclusively for foodservice by:

www.trenton.com.au   |   Phone 02 9316 8688

presentation of their food by 
exposing the colours and layers 
through the sides of the vessel,” 
says Perry Rabin, managing 
director of Tomkin Australia. 

“Desserts, soups and gazpacho are 
often served in mini glasses. They’re 
perfect for quick soup shots or for 
dessert tastings.”

John Lazafame, chef/owner of 
Lanzafame Trattoria in Sydney, uses 
Spiegelau stemless wine glasses to 
serve dishes such as risotto. 

“I use glasses if I’m either serving a 
smaller portion or if I want to make 
a statement,” he says. “For example 
if I’m doing a cauliflower risotto, 
the focus is on the cauliflower 
cream so I’ll put that in the glass 
and the risotto on a plate. I like to 
get customers involved with their 
food by having them add or pour 
over elements.”

Fellow Sydney chef David 
Tsirekas, owner of Perama Greek 
Restaurant, also uses stemless wine 
glasses, as well as brandy glasses, 
to serve desserts. 

“It’s an aesthetic thing,” he says. “If 
a dessert is in a bowl or on a plate 
you’re looking down at it, whereas 
when it’s in a glass you can look at it 
from all angles and see the different 
layers and textures. 

“At the moment we’re serving a 
pear crumble which has layers of 

poached pears, mascarpone cream 
with sesame halva and crumbled 
orange walnut biscuits in a glass. It’s 
a simple thing we can do that looks 
great and doesn’t cost us anything.”

Joanne Duley from Trenton 
International, which distributes 
Speigelau, reports an increase in 
the number of hotels using small 
glasses to serve dishes such as 
stewed fruit and yogurt as part of 
their breakfast buffet. 

The right glass for 
the right wine
The experts also point to a move 
towards serving specific wines in 
specific glasses, rather than going for 
a one-glass-fits-all approach. 

“The right wine glass can impact 
positively upon the enjoyment of a 
particular wine,” says Tim Russell 
from Crown Commercial. “The bowl 
shape, its flare, the opening at the 
top – all impact on the wine’s ability 
to release its bouquet and particular 
nuances onto the tastebuds.”

As a general rule robust reds such 
as shiraz should ideally be served 
in glassware with large bowls and 
openings, which allows the wine 

to open up, while softer reds such 
as pinot noir work better in glasses 
with a narrower opening, thanks 
to their subtler nose. White wines 
ideally should be presented in 
glasses with narrow bowls and 
openings to capture the subtle 
aromas, and sparkling wines are 
at their best when served in flutes 
which capture the bubbles and 
showcase the rich flavours

According to Joanne Duley single 
glass carafes are also gaining in 
popularity.

“They’re great for wine bars or 
restaurants where customers 
might want to buy a single glass 
of premium wine,” she says. “It 
decants the wine and is a stylish 
way to pour the glass. They can also 
be used for mixers when serving 
drinks such as scotch and water.” 

Overall it’s important to consider a 
range of factors including aesthetic 
appeal, price, chip-resistance, ability 
to withstand repeated dishwashing, 
and long-term availability when 
selecting glassware. And when you 
find a range that fits the bill? Better 
crack open a bottle! OH



Your favour ite  range  i s 

now even better 

Get in touch with us today 1800 20 30 50 www.nestleprofessional.com

new
new BUITONI Sugo Lussuoso Pomodoro is a luxuriously rich, home-made
style tomato sauce with a natural vibrant red colour and fresher product taste. Made with 
freshly diced tomatoes and tomato puree, it’s infused with sunflower and olive oils, 
giving your dishes a lovely sheen and lustre. It’s an exciting new chapter in the  
BUITONI story and rounds out the range that you have come to know and love. 

No artificial colours or  flavours
in the BUITONI range

 

new

FREE  RECIPE BOOK OFFER running
July - September 2010. To receive your FREE recipe book instantly, simply place a 
turn-in order that includes BUITONI Sugo Lussuoso Pomodoro. For further details 
call 1800 20 30 50 and select option 3. Limit one book per outlet. 1,000 to be claimed.
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High tea at the Victoria Room 
by Jill Jones-Evans and Joe 
Gambacorta (New Holland, 
$29.95)

A hangover from a more genteel 
era, high tea isn’t so much a 
meal as a pleasurable ritual 
with participants whiling away 
the afternoon while grazing on 
a spread of tempting goodies. 
For restaurants such as Sydney’s 
Victoria Room it is an opportunity 
to keep tables ticking over during 
those awkward hours between 
lunch and dinner, and to show off 
the creativity of the kitchen with 
an array of sweet and savoury 

finger foods. This book of indulgent recipes includes variations on standards, such as 
individual lavender crème brulee in a tea cup; olive, haloumi and rosemary loaf, and 
chai cupcakes with lime marscapone. OH

Pastry – Savoury & Sweet by Michel 
Roux (Hardie Grant, $24.95)

Pastry can be intimidating even for 
professional chefs but this book 
from three Michelin-starred chef 
Michel Roux attempts to dispel the 
myth that pastry making is beyond 
the reach of all but the most capable 
cooks. Divided into 10 chapters, each 
focusing on a particular type of dough, 
the book includes tips for mastering 
the basics, classic recipes such as pain 
au chocolat, fillet of beef in a pastry 
crust, tarte tartin and rum babas with 
chantilly cream, and contemporary 
takes on canapés and pastries. 

Jamie does ... by Jamie Oliver (Penguin, $60)

Jamie Oliver is surely one of the most prolific cookbook writers 
around, offering up accessible 
recipes in a chatty style his 
readers love, but is there anything 
in this latest volume to inspire 
professional chefs? The answer 
is yes. Passport in hand, Jamie 
takes to the road, visiting Spain, 
Italy, Morocco, Greece, Sweden 
and France, discovering the 
classic dishes each country is 
famous for, and giving his own 
twist to the unique flavours and 
ingredients he finds along the 
way. While many of the Greek, 
French and Italian recipes will 
be familiar to chefs working 
in multicultural Australia, the 
Swedish and Moroccan recipes 
won’t fail to interest. 

cOOkiNG tHe bOOkS

Looking for a career 
in SALES, how about 
Foodservice?
We’re looking for you!
If you have a minimum of five years experience in 
the Foodservice Industry (you may be a Maître D’, 
Manager, Chef or  Bar Manager of a successful 
establishment) and are looking for a career and  
not just a job, then join the team at Australia’s 
largest privately owned Foodservice company.

We offer a competitive salary, excellent working 
conditions, training, a fully maintained company 
vehicle, phone and outstanding opportunities for  
career advancement.

You don’t need sales experience but you must  
have experience in the Foodservice Industry,  
be well presented and possess great 
communication skills.

Interested? For more information email your resume 
and covering letter to careers@pfdfoods.com.au 
or call Mark Krnjaic, National Human Resources 
Advisor, on 03 9756 2000

PFD166

What’s on shelf this month?
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PrOductS

Crumpled style
Made from premium grade porcelain the cups 
have high-impact resistance and a smooth enamel 
finish, ensuring it won’t chip or crack. It also has 
excellent temperature retention, ensuring drinks 
stay at the desired temperature for longer. 
● www.tomkin.com.au

Farm Pride’s crepe 
expectations
Farm Pride, one of Australia’s largest egg 
producers, has launched ready-to-eat French 
Style Crepes (left). 

There delicious crepes are rectangular-shaped 
and ready-to-use for sweet or savoury dishes, hot 
or cold. To prepare, simply pour half a cup of hot 
water onto the crepes and allow them to sit for 30 
seconds before filling with your choice of sweet or 
savoury fillings. 

Crepes can be prepared and filled up to 24 hours 
in advance of consumption, or prepared and 
frozen for up to one month, depending on the filling. 
● www.farmpride.com.au

Foodservice on the move
Hospitality furniture designer and manufacturer 
SICO South Pacific has released its newest 
innovation in mobile food service tables designed 
by executive chefs for executive chefs. 

The Deco Buffet Station Series (above right) offers 
flexible solutions for chefs who wish to use buffet 
systems in multiple configurations or individually 
throughout a venue. Each unit comes with six 
heavy-duty caster wheels and a standard 240v 
power lead, making the units ready to move in 
and out of action with ease. 

Designed with an array 
of stylish finishes, the 
buffet stations come 
with either laminate or 
acrylic side panels which 
include “green” energy-
saving LED lighting. 
Lighting can be changed 
between seven different 
colours to allow multiple 
display options. 

The Deco heating and cooking models utilise the 
latest induction cooking technology, offering 
more energy efficient, cleaner and cost effective 
cooking than gas or electric units. Plus, with no 
flames or electric heating elements the induction 
system is safer for staff and guests.
● www.sicosp.com.au

Classeq launches in Australia
UK company Classeq has recently launched its 
range of glass and dishwashers in Australia.

“We believe we can offer exactly what the 
Australasian markets need,” says Andrew Brett, 
managing director of Classeq Australia and 
New Zealand. “A range of well-built, electro-
mechanical glass and dishwashers that are 
competitively priced and backed up by the best 
possible after-sales support, including excellent 
service and ready access to genuine spare parts.”
● www.classeq.net

Euroquip launches website
Euroquip, supplier of premium quality equipment 
to the pizza and baking industry, has launched a 
new website, www.euroquip.com.au.  

The new customer-focused website has been 
designed in response to the needs of Euroquip 
customers and will allow them to find products 
and information quickly and accurately.  

More than 100 Euroquip products are on the 
website, with downloadable specification sheets 
and brochures available to customers and dealers. 
The new Dealer and Service Agent Locator makes 
finding a local dealer even easier.   
● www.euroquip.com.au

For the shape of things to come, look no further 
than the Revol Crumple Cup (above), the latest 

addition to the brand’s designer crockery range.

As its name suggests the Crumple Cup looks like 
just that – a crumpled cup. The realistic puckers 
and crimp gives the appearance of the cup being 
grasped by a hand. 

Available in three different sizes the range offers 
a quirky serving alternative for degustation 
menus, tasting plates, desserts and of course, hot 
or cold drinks.  
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Free marketing tips CD 
Melbourne-based marketing company Rich 
Restaurants Group is offering Open House 
readers the opportunity to receive a free CD 
featuring simple tips and strategies to  
improve business. 

Rich Restaurants Group business strategy aims to 
attract more customers for restaurants and cafes, 
using a marketing style called “direct emotional 
customer connection”. 

“There’s no point having a beautifully appointed 
restaurant or cafe with a well-designed menu and 
highly qualified chefs if you don’t know how to 
attract customers,” says hospitality sales strategist 
Jill Groves. “If you don’t have customers, you’re 
doomed to fail.”

For a fraction of the cost of hiring an advertising 
agency or marketing manager, the ready-to-use 
advertising pieces and sales strategies available 
from Rich Restaurants Group are guaranteed to 
make connecting with customers a thing of the 
past, no matter what the cuisine type, location or 
marketing budget.

To receive a free copy of the “How to 
dramatically improve sales from your menu 
with zero-cost strategies” CD (valued at $197), 
log on to the Rich Restaurant Group’s Website 
and follow the prompts. 
● www.richrestaurantsgroup.com.au

Low-GI biscuits in 
convenient 10-pack
Adding to the extensive range of products 
available to foodservice, Carman’s have just 
launched Carman’s 10 Pack Muesli Biscuits.

Available in Classic Fruit & Nut and Apricot & 
Almond varieties, these delicious muesli-based 
biscuits come in a convenient 40g size and 

It’s easy being green with Middleby Marshall’s Wow! Oven. Top 
of the list of key selling points for this conveyor oven is that 

it guarantees energy savings of between 30-40 per cent, with 
benefits to both the environment and your bottom line.

Energy savings are thanks to an automatic energy eye that senses 
when product is on the conveyer ready to be cooked. When 
the conveyer is empty, the oven goes into “sleep 
mode” to save energy. When the machine is needed 
again, the oven returns to full power in three seconds. 

The US-based Gas Food Equipment Network (GFEN) was 
so impressed by the Wow! Oven’s energy saving technology that it 
selected it as the GFEN Blue Flame Product of the Year in 2009. This 
award is given to the product that is judged the most technologically 
advanced in saving energy. 

Other benefits include faster cooking time – 30 per cent faster than other 
conveyor ovens – which reduces the amount of equipment needed to 
cook the same amount of food, and “cool skin” technology, for a safer, 
more comfortable workplace. Ovens are easy to operate, clean and 
service, and they can be stacked to save space. Technical support and 
servicing is available nationally, with spare parts kept in stock.  

attractive display box, making them perfect for 
cafe or hotel customers to enjoy with their coffee.

The biscuits’ low GI rating (42 for the Classic 
Fruit & Nut and 46 for the Apricot & Almond) also 
means that they can be marketed to diabetics and 
health conscious customers.
● www.carmansfinefoods.com.au

Real hot chocolate, real fast 
Swiss food manufacturers Cremo and Villars 
Maitre Chocolatier has joined together to create 
Chocolat à boire Suisse, a traditional drinking 
chocolate made from real chocolate, not cocoa 
powder, and milk from the Fribourg region. 

Villars chocolate is made in the traditional Swiss 
method from the finest cocoa beans from Ghana 
and Ecuador, ensuring this ready-to-use product 
has a rich, velvety flavour and texture. 

The product is packaged in a UHT carton and can 
be served hot or cold, as it is, or diluted with milk 
for a milder chocolate taste. 
● www.chocolat-villars.com

Regal King Salmon wins 
international honours
Regal King Salmon’s Hot Smoked Salmon proved 
a winner at the recent proved a winner at the 
recent International Taste and Quality Institute 
Superior Taste Awards in Brussels, receiving the 
maximum three stars.

Ideal for salads and pastas, Regal Hot Smoked 
Salmon is available in Natural or Mixed Peppers 
and Spices varieties. 

Three other products from the Regal King Salmon 
range, the Regal Fresh Cuts Salmon Loins, Regal 
Salmon Pastrami and Regal Cold Smoked Sliced 
Salmon, received two stars. 

The Superior Taste Awards attracted 902 entries 
from 60 countries. Products are scored on criteria 
including appearance, aroma, texture, flavour and 
retro-olfaction. 
● www.kingsalmon.com.au OH

Lean, green cooking machine
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culiNAry cliPPiNGS

PreSideNt’S 
meSSAGe 

Peter Wright
Australian Culinary Federation — ACF

Sitting in the terminal at 
Auckland airport after a 

gruelling three days at the Gourmet 
Pacific Challenge 2010, held at 
the very successful inaugural Fine 
Foods New Zealand, I found myself 

reflecting on the past days’ events 
and the fantastic rivalry we have 
created with chefs throughout the 
Pacific countries. 

The event saw both junior and 
senior chefs battling out. Australia 
vs New Zealand is always going 
to be a great battle and the results 
in the medal tally reflect that. 
Highlights were one of the best 
desserts ever eaten, presented by 
South Australia and national team 
pastry chef Jenny Key, and the 
hospitality of the New Zealand 
Chefs and their 35 sponsors, 
including two of our main sponsors 
for the Junior Chefs.

The final scores for the event were: 
Australian juniors – 2 gold, 5 silver,  
1 bronze; New Zealand juniors –  
1 gold, 4 silver, 3 bronze; 
Australian seniors 1 gold; New 
Zealand seniors 1 gold.

Congratulations to all of our team 
members and special thanks 
to Patrick O’Brien and Peter 
Tischhauser.

June was an eventful month thanks 
to a fantastic Australian Culinary 
Federation board meeting which 
resulted in a review of our certified 
chef program and changes that will 
make the process more streamlined 
to coincide with the development 
of the World Association of Chefs 
certified chef guidelines. 

While the current program requires 

chefs to sit an exam via an internet 
portal, the new process will 
recognise and acknowledge prior 
learning. This will allow chefs 
with proven qualifications and 
experiences to obtain certification 
without the need for testing. This 
is in line with tertiary courses 
and advanced learning criteria in 
our education system which all 
acknowledge recognition of prior 
learning. In addition, the flow on 
effect will make chef certification 
more affordable and result in quicker 
processing of applicants. The ACF 
board also acknowledges the need to 
have a basic entry trade qualification 
for chefs who have completed 
an apprenticeship or equivalent, 
offering certified trade recognition 
in cookery.  For more information 
on our certified chefs program go to 
www.austculinary.com.au.

Other hot topics include the 
development of our national “Chef 
to Chef” newsletter – the original 
NSW ACF magazine – into a great 
read with input from all states. If 
you are not receiving a copy get 
onto your state chapter as you are 
missing out.

Most of you will have read or heard 
that the government has axed the 
chefs from the skilled occupations 
list, which allows immigrants to 
obtain residency if they take up 
a profession on the list. I have 

been asked by several colleagues 
what this means to our industry, 
as there is an obvious shortage of 
skilled culinary staff. My response 
is that while we usually offer both 
technical and culinary support and 
development for our industry, we 
will get involved in this battle with 
the government as this decision 
will damage the industry’s skill 
level over time. However, I believe 
it is also a necessary evil that will 
close down some of the not-so-
professional training organisations 
that rorted the system as a means 
to provide an immigration pathway 
rather than a hospitality pathway.

A final note for all of you over 
forty years old: the end of financial 
year is also a reminder to book 
in for your annual health check 
– blood pressure, heart, diabetes 
and cholesterol testing. I recently 
heard of the very sudden passing of 
a friend and colleague from MTD 
kitchen architects Doug Hoyle. 
Doug was only 49 years old. I’d 
like to send my condolences to the 
Hoyle family – Doug will be missed 
by all of us.

Peter Wright 
National President 
Australian Culinary Federation 
peter@xtremechef.com.au 
www.austculinary.com.au

Flavour of italy in Adelaide
 By Chris Stephan, Food Consultant and Stylist, Pen & Palate

Have you ever felt like you are 
in Italy when you’re out on an 
Australian Culinary Federation 
networking event?

South Australian members 
experienced this on a recent 
networking event held in May at 
Imma & Mario’s Mercato. 

Imma & Mario’s Mercato’s is a 
family business with more than 
35 years experience, which stocks 
a huge selection of cheeses and 
antipasto, a wide range of oils and 
vinegars, a sumptuous selection 
of imported biscuits, chocolates 
and torrone, and an assortment of 
organic foods. There’s also plenty of 
fabulous kitchenware to accompany 
your food selection.

Members were treated to a wide 
range of foods to taste. Highlights 

included the delightful De Palma 
Pumpkin Flowers in Batter, and 
a scrumptious cheese infused 
with black truffle and preserved 
under spices and natural ash. A 
dish of fresh rocket, drizzled with 
a quality Italian olive oil, and 
beautiful Beef Bresaola,  
had guests going back for seconds.

As guests explored the racks and 
shelves of this specialised provedore, 
staff explained the wholesale side 
of the business, revealing how 
they make it easy for chefs to order 
products in stock.

Our verdict? Mercato’s is a little 
slice of Italy sitting in our midst in 
Adelaide; a treasure to behold. 

For more information on Mercato’s, 
visit www.ilmercato.com.au. 
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Nestle Golden Chef’s Hat 
competition kicks off

Brisbane-based Hospital Training 
Association (HTA), along with 
industry leaders, has begun 
formulating plans to keep the 
Australian Bocuse d’Or Australian 
National Selection in Queensland.

HTA’s state-of-the-art kitchens 
recently hosted the Australian 
component of the competition, 
where Russell Clarke, senior sous-
chef at the Brisbane Convention 
& Exhibition Centre, was chosen 
to represent the nation at the 
prestigious cooking competition in 

Lyon in France in January 2011.

It was the first time the national 
selection has taken place in 
Queensland. 

HTA CEO Phillip Charlton said it was 
a real coup for Brisbane to be selected 
as the venue for the Australian 
finals of the cooking competition 
and that plans were underway to 
keep the Australian component of 
the competition in Queensland.

“Following the success of having 
the Bocuse d’Or Australian National 

Section here in Brisbane, the 
local industry is keen to host the 
competition again,” he said. “In fact, 
the local industry is planning a bid to 
not only host the Australian National 
Selection for the 2013 competition, 
but also the Oceanic trials.

“Having the Bocuse d’Or Australian 
National Selection is just one way 
for Queensland to showcase its chefs 
and world-class fresh produce. It’s a 
real opportunity to raise the profile 
of Australia’s and Queensland’s 
culinary reputation and exports.” OH

Bid to keep Bocuse 
d’or in Queensland

The state finals for this year’s 
Nestle Golden Chef’s Hat Award, 
the only national competition 
dedicated to the development of 
apprentice and junior chefs, are 
underway. Working in teams of 
two, competitors are required to 

create an entrée, main and  
dessert course from a mystery  
box of ingredients. 

The winners of the ACT cook-
off, held at the Canberra Institute 
of Technology on June 18, were 
Keaton McDonnell from Flint 

Dear Editor

In an article in the May issue of 
Open House titled “Opening the 
door to alternative technology”  
I wrote:

Middle Marshall ... also 
manufacture conveyer ovens but 
the units are significantly more 
complex, potentially leading to 
more expensive spare parts and 
higher maintenance costs. 

I made this statement even 
though it was not based on any 
factual evidence. I now retract 
this statement. I apologise to the 
manufacturer and the distributor of 
the Middleby Marshall brand.

Mark Minnis, Treasurer, Australian 
Culinary Federation, Queensland. 

Dining Room & Bar and Nicholas 
Parkinson from Parlour Wine 
Room. The pair's winning menu 
consisted of a barramundi tasting 
plate; slow roasted oyster blade 
with mushroom duxelle, polenta 
crumbed sweetbreads, onion puree 
and braised brisket sauce, and 
chocolate and banana terrine, 
banana parfait, crispy banana 
fritter and coconut anglaise.

The winners of the Victorian cook-
off, held at William Angliss on June 
22, were Mathew Carnell and Bessie 
Grant from Mercer’s Restaurant in 
Eltham, Victoria. Their winning 
menu consisted of a barramundi 
and Mediterranean vegetable terrine 
with pan fried fillet and cucumber 
salad (above right); cassette of beef 
featuring roast oyster blade, braised 
brisket and fried sweetbread with 
roast pumpkin puree, and chocolate 
mousse with pecan crumble and 
caramel foam.

The remaining state finals are due 
to be held throughout July and 
August, with winners attending 
the national cook-offs, to be held 

in Melbourne this September. 
The two young chefs named the 
national winners will receive a 
international travel experience 
prize trip, worth $15,000, to further 
their culinary advancement.

ACT winner Nicholas  
Parkinson (left) and  
Keaton McDonnell.
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